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Transform you workplace for mobility, productivity, and
user experience
HPE Hyper Converged 380 with Citrix XenDesktop: The all-in-one
solution for digital transformation.
Deliver a high-definition user experience on any device, anywhere.
Deploy on a next-generation converged platform that is easy to
configure, scale, and manage.

Workforce mobility
Employees in rows of cubicles. Tightly
controlled desktop computers. Locked-down
networks.
For many companies, those days are gone.
To be flexible, productive, and collaborative,
users now demand access to their mission-critical applications and data wherever
they are: at home, on the road, or at the
beach. And employees aren’t always using
company-provided, company-managed devices, they are on their own phones, tablets,
laptops, and other devices.
The challenge for IT is to provide the mobility
and productivity demanded by users without
sacrificing reliability, performance, and
security. And without blowing the budget.

Digital transformation
Digital business transformation addresses
this challenge. When the old approach no
longer meets the needs of the business, it’s
time to find a new way. Businesses transform
by using new products and services to align
technology and business and to enable
innovative models.
HPE and Citrix have teamed to create a new
model for mobile workforces, the HPE Hyper
Converged 380 with Citrix XenDesktop. This
integrated and pretested solution combines
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industry-leading virtualization software
from Citrix with HPE’s converged hardware
platform. This solution establishes a new way
to deliver applications to mobile devices. It is
flexible, secure, and efficient to operate.

Integrated solution
Citrix XenDesktop provides the foundation
for secure access to applications and data
from any device and any network. You can
choose the delivery model, providing access
to a variety of applications with XenApp, or
full desktops with XenDesktop. The user’s
digital experience is seamless, with the
same high-definition interface on a variety
of devices. XenDesktop provides a complete

79% of IT professionals are
considering or have already deployed
hyperconverged infrastructure.
ActualTech Media, "Hyperconverged Infrastructure
in the Modern Enterprise," December 2015

virtual application and desktop solution for
mobile environments from a centrally-managed platform. The data remains in the data
center, where it is secured and managed
easily and at lower cost. With centralized
management of applications and data, there
is no compromise on regulatory compliance or
access control.
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HPE Hyper Converged 380 is
expandable from 2-16 nodes
in a single cluster, 12-16 cores/
node, 128GB–1.5TB memory
per node, and 3-24 TB storage
per node.

HPE Hyper Converged 380 uses an appliance
approach that combines processing power,
memory, storage, and networking in one
server. Each of these components can be
scaled independently, providing greater
flexibility in right-sizing the system for the
workload. It is easy to set up, provision,
manage, and upgrade.

Conclusion

As an integrated and validated solution,
HPE Hyper Converged 380 with Citrix
XenDesktop is greater than the sum of its
parts. It allows organizations of all types
to deliver secure virtual apps and desktops
across the spectrum of users, from task/
office workers to power users. Employees
gain the freedom to work productively from
anywhere.

The HPE Hyper Converged 380 with Citrix
XenDesktop solution is flexible, secure, and
consistent. It gives mobile users the access
they need while simplifying operations and
reducing costs.

The solution can be up and running in
minutes to hours, not in days. It is managed
remotely and easily with intuitive management software running on the system, so
there’s no need for external management
software.

Your users demand a consistent, high-quality
experience when they access applications and
data in a mobile environment. The challenge
to IT is to meet these demands without
compromising on security. This calls for
transformation from a locked-down approach
to a flexible delivery model.

Learn more
To learn more about HPE Hyper Converged
380 with Citrix XenDesktop, contact your HPE
or Citrix representative, or visit citrix.com/
global-partners/hpe.

When demand increases, additional hardware
can be deployed without changing the
Citrix XenDesktop configuration, making it
possible to expand capacity without adding
complexity.
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